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RENAISSANCE ARMOR, EARLY ISLAMIC CERAMIC, FRENCH VASE,
GLEITSMAN PAINTING ADDED TO MUSEUM COLLECTION

(Cleveland, OH) The Cleveland Museum of Art will place on view for the first time this week

armor made by Pompeo della Cesa, the most renowned Italian armorer of the late 16th century;

a 10th-century inscribed earthenware jar from Islamic Uzbekistan; and a gilt bronze and enamel

vase from about 1862 by the Parisian firm of Barbedienne. The museum also acquired The

White Dam, an oil painting by Ohio artist Raphael Gleitsman which was featured in the

museum's major Cleveland Bicentennial exhibition Transfonnations in Cleveland Art, 1796-

1946. These works will be installed beginning this weekend for about three months in the

recent acquisitions galleiy.

Museum director Robert P. Bergman commented in announcing these and other

acquisitions: “It is thrilling to be able to add to the museum's popular European armor

collection one of its finest examples in anticipation of the upcoming reinstallation of the

museum's Armor Court. The Samanid epigraphic jar embodies the highest level of expression

that 10th-century Islamic artists offered their most refined clientele. The tall Barbedienne vase

captures the essence of the 19th century's exuberant revival of earlier styles. As exciting as it is

to acquire these masterpieces from around the globe, it is also extremely gratifying to reclaim

for Cleveland a significant piece of the region's artistic heritage in Gleitsman's painting The

White Dam, one of the stars of the Cleveland Art exhibition.”

Custom-made for a specific individual, the splendid etched and gilded half-armor is

firmly attributed to Pompeo della Cesa, one of the last great Milanese armorers. In excellent

condition, it is a consummate and complete example of decorated Renaissance tournament

armor, of which the museum's collection until now has included only a few elements. Though

archival evidence identifying the owner of this suit is lacking, Pompeo's clientele included the

most celebrated European kings, dukes, and other noblemen of his day. This is the museum's

first significant armor acquisition since the 1964 purchase of the armor for horse and rider on

view. It will be a centerpiece of the reinstalled Armor Court, due to be completed in 1998.
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The newly acquired armor was designed specifically for the foot tournament, an event

popularized during the Middle Ages that remained highly favored among Renaissance aristocracies

throughout Europe. These fnendly combats on foot were fought over a barrier which separated the

combatants and protected their legs. The half-armor consists of a closed helmet with double visor,

gorget (protecting the throat), breastplate, backplate, and pairs of faulds (hips), pauldrons (shoulders),

rerebraces (upper arms), couters (elbows), yambraces (forearms), and gauntlets (hands). Pompeo's

finest armor is embellished with endlessly subtle variations of design; the etched and gilded decoration of

this example features vertical bands of strapwork enclosing cartouches, which in turn contain allegorical

figures, classical warriors, and trophies. The owner of this suit would have donned it for pageants,

parades, and formal portraits as well as for the tournament, wearing colorfiil puffed and slashed britches

and hose, and accessorizing with an ostrich feather plume and red velvet between the pieces of armor.

The newly acquired jar is an extremely important addition to the museum's collection of Islamic

ceramics. In its restrained decoration and the strength and authority of its calligraphy, this small vessel

exemplifies the finest qualities of the famous “epigraphic wares” that were produced during the reign of

the Samanid dynasty (819-1005), who ruled on the eastern edges of the Islamic world. The inscription,

written in a masterfully controlled Eastern Kufic script, is a quotation from the Prophet Muhammad

himself: “Modesty [comes] from faith, and faith [comes] from paradise.” To succeed compositionally

and technically in creating an inscription on a ceramic with vertical sides—i.e., to conceive in the round

and to accomplish the decoration by adding slip to the manganese color to prevent the writing from

running by force of gravity during firing—was a tour deforce for the artist. Most known similar wares

of the 10th century are flatter dishes or platters and are fragmentary. The form of this jar—with its

cylindrical body and flanged opening—became the preferred shape for storing medicinal compounds.

Often referred to as an albarello jar, or drug jar, the form originated in the eastern Islamic world, and

spread westward, eventually reaching Christian Europe in the 14th century. The museum's albarello jar,

in remarkably good condition for Samanid pottery, is among the very earliest known drug jars. It

complements albarello jars from 14th- to 16th-century Spain and Italy already in the collection.

The 31 -inch-tall vase from the Barbedienne firm in Paris was designed by Louis-Constant Sevin.

It was among the finest ornamental furnishings of its day, in which richly colored surface decorations

were combined with comparatively simple forms inspired by the ancient world. Sevin was trained as a

sculptor and worked as a designer ofjewelry, silver, and ceramics in France and England until 1855,

when he was hired in that capacity by the Barbedienne firm. Barbedienne introduced “cloisonne”

enamels with great success at the London International Exposition of 1862. These were not made like

(more . .
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enamels traditionally called cloisonne (in which colored enamels are separated by thin strips of metal) but

rather objects cast with grooves which were later filled with enamel, mainly in patterns that were

described as Byzantine or Neo-Grec. The museum's example is in a form modified from the ancient

Greek Amphora, but its curvilinear, spiky surface ornament and enamel colors are related to medieval

Mosan enamels. This vase was for some time in the collection of Gustave Leblanc-Barbedienne, nephew

and successor of the founder of the firm.

*

The museum also acquired Raphael Gleitsman's 1939 oil painting The White Dam. A little-

known master of American scene painting, Gleitsman has only recently been rediscovered by art

scholars. The Dayton-bom artist spent most of his career in northeast Ohio. The White Dam depicts

industrial activity in a rural landscape, synthesizing several major currents in American art of the early

20th century: it recalls the factory paintings and the precisionism of Charles Sheeler and the regionalist

paintings ofThomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood. Gleitsman uniquely melds these with the intense

colors and nightmarish distortions of scale that characterized the American variant of Surrealism known

as “Magic Realism.” This painting was the cover image for the Transformations in Cleveland Art,

1796-1946 exhibition catalogue.

* * *

Rare works added to other areas of the permanent collection include;

• An exceedingly unusual silk and gold textile of the Mongol period in Central Asia (mid- 13th
century) whose design melds Islamic and Chinese elements: “displayed” falcons arranged in

staggered horizontal rows against a dense background of scrolling “clouds” and palmettos. This
example and the museum's much larger “cloth of gold,” the celebrated winged-lions silk

acquired in 1989—which are likely from the same imperial workshop—will be important

features of the exhibition When Silk Was Gold: Central Asian Textiles from the Cleveland
and Metropolitan Museums of Art, premiering here in October 1997.

• A highly accomplished Group Portrait ofRajas Surrounded by the Courtly Retinue, an Indian

painting in ink, watercolors and gold on paper (probably Deccan, ca. 1700-1720). With a
dramatic sunset as background, each of the three rajas (noblemen) and of the other eight

participants is a character study capturing an individual's personality and mood in carefully

observed physiognomy.

• A 1959 “camera-less photograph” from a small group of experimental works by Frederick

Sommer (American, b. Italy, 1905). For this image Sommer painted skillfully onto a large piece
of cellophane, then used it as a negative to make a print which gives the impression of a human
torso—missing a head, arms, or legs—in a range of tones and textures. The title Paracelsus
alludes to a 16th-century German physician, apothecary, metallurgist and alchemist.

###


